Ford tractors
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Transmission: Power Quad. Tractors are expensive pieces of equipment and many farmers, and
contractors find it easier and more cost-effective to purchase used tractors for sale. When
purchasing a used tractor, there are a few things that should be considered. With this helpful
guide, you will learn all you need to know about purchasing a used tractor so the best purchase
is made. There are many reasons people choose to purchase used tractors and one of them is
cost. When looking for tractors for sale, many people are shocked at the price tag for new
equipment. Another reason people rely on purchasing a used tractor is simply, they do not
make them as they used to forty to fifty years ago. With a synchro shift transmission and 2WD,
this tractor will provide all the power you need and will likely outlive you. It is possible to find all
types of used tractors and most of them have been very well cared for. When searching for a
used tractor, there are a few different things to consider. Knowing what to look for will help to
ensure you are prepared to make the right purchase to meet your needs. Another big
consideration is knowing what type of tractor will meet your needs. There are different types
and each serves its own unique purpose. The following offers information on some of the types.
Purchasing used tractors allows individuals to save tons of money on their purchase price
while still getting a good piece of equipment that will hold up for many years to come and
possibly even decades. From Kubota to John Deere, there is a tractor to meet every need and
most budgets. Following the above tips will help to ensure you purchase a used tractor that will
provide you with the highest level of performance and service. The most important thing is to
inspect every aspect of the tractor to be sure it has not suffered damage and is a sound
purchase. Add this make and model to Equipment Hunter to receive notifications when new or
similar equipment is posted. This feature requires a Fastline Account. It is really easy to sign
up! Here is some custom text that would need to be filled in to explain what the benefits of
taking the website tour would be. Compare 0 of 4. Select listings to compare them. Find
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Tractors are expensive pieces of equipment and many farmers, and contractors find it easier
and more cost-effective to purchase used tractors for sale. Tips for Purchasing a Used Tractor
When searching for a used tractor, there are a few different things to consider. One of the first
things people need to realize when purchasing a used tractor is, they cannot approach it the
same way as when purchasing a used car. A decades-old tractor still has a lot of life left in it, if
it has been properly cared for by the owner. You must carefully research before purchasing any
used tractor. This means knowing what your needs are and understanding the types of tractors
that are available. The more you know, the better equipped you will be to make the best
purchase. It is important that buyers are fully comfortable with the steps they will need to
maintain their tractor. Older tractors are slightly less difficult to maintain because of their
simpler design. The dealer or buyer should offer delivery services and financing options.
Surveying all the available terms is crucial for helping buyers to make the right decision for
their tractor needs. Types of Used Tractors Another big consideration is knowing what type of
tractor will meet your needs. Compact utility tractors are primarily used for landscaping and
small projects. These look much like the larger agricultural tractors, but they are much smaller
in scope and design. If you need something for casual landscaping work, this is your machine.
Row crop tractors are huge machines and they can take on a lot of chores around the farm.
Farmers rely on these machines for taking care of their crops and hauling big pieces of
equipment. Utility tractors are tractors that are bigger in size than their compact counterparts.
You can install various attachments, making them versatile machines that are powerful enough
to take on a variety of chores for both commercial and residential needs. Articulated 4WD
Tractors are the largest type on the market and they pack a powerful punch. These tractors can
be used to level land and pull farming implements for tilling, planting, and harvesting.
Conclusion Purchasing used tractors allows individuals to save tons of money on their
purchase price while still getting a good piece of equipment that will hold up for many years to
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vehicles were used for this new machine, which helped keep costs down. In , the Fordson Model
F was developed as the first commercial model â€” it featured a 20hp, 4-cylinder engine. In the
late s, Ford N Series tractors arrived to change the way tractors were made forever â€” with the
addition of the 3-point hitch. Finally, farmers could easily switch between implements for
different jobs in the field. Other innovations Ford brought to the agricultural machinery industry
include power hydraulics, rubber pneumatic tires, and diesel engines. After a series of
acquisitions and mergers with companies like New Holland and Fiat, we no longer see tractors
branded 'Ford' in production -- but all of the company's innovations can be found throughout
the industry! We are obviously big believers in used parts at Wengers of Myerstown. Here's
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dominated the tractor market in the same way they dominated the car market. When the decade
began, there were at least tractor manufacturers building around , machines per year. Other
tractor makers responded. This time, small, independent manufacturers couldn't cut any
deeper, and hundreds of competitors went out of business. By the end of the decade, there
were only around 10 tractor companies of any consequence left. Then, technology caught up
with Ford. The Fordson, like most early tractors were good at plowing and stationary engine
applications, but not much else. In , International Harvester introduced the "all purpose"
Farmall. With its high, inch ground clearance and front wheels that would fit between corn or
cotton rows, the Farmall could cultivate crops as well as plow. That was a first. Other
manufacturers and the U. Ford did not. So, in , Ford shifted his U. Then Harry Ferguson and his
revolutionary three-point hitch came into the picture in , and an aging Henry Ford was back in
the U. Wartime production of tractors was encouraged but limited. Just in time for the
partnership with Ferguson to end in a long, bitter lawsuit. Ferguson went out on his own for a
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features on Fastline. It will only take a minute! From the first Fordson in through the latest and
most modern Ford tractors of Fiat Agri, the Ford farm tractors held an important role in
changing the way agriculture and other work was conducted. The Ford tractors were not the
first such machines, and not always the best such machines, but they were the first to be
produced on a massive scale and the first farm tractors to be affordable by average farmers and
rural citizens. Henry Ford believed that his tractors were the key to eliminating war and

improving the human condition, and perhaps in the end he was partially correct. The Ford
tractors have provided food enough for the population of the world to grow exponentially and
have improved the standards of living beyond anything that could have been imagined in In the
final analysis his farm tractors did indeed change the world. Now read about their history below
and see for yourself how they evolved over the course of several decades. The Ford Motor
Company was founded in June, After a rocky start, the company achieved tremendous success
with the launch of the famous Model T in From this year until , the company would sell more
than 15 million Model T cars and trucks. While Ford achieved great success in the consumer
automobile market, he was the son of a farmer himself and understood the need and usefulness
of applying automotive technology to the process of farming. His strong support for the tractor
is evident by his experimental work beginning in , but his efforts to start production were
delayed by a board of directors that was well satisfied with the sales and profits from the Model
T cars and weary of taking a chance on what was an unestablished industry. Despite the
opposition to his plans, Ford continued development work on his tractor. He employed Eugene
Farkas as his chief engineer on the project, replacing Joseph Galamb in that position, who had
developed many of the earliest tractor prototypes. As development work proceeded, and it
became clear that the Ford Motor Company and its directors were completely unwilling to
produce a tractor, Henry Ford set up an independent company to build and market the machine.
The tractor was given a substantial boost by the outbreak of the First World War in Food was
desperately needed to feed the massive armies that were doing battle, but enormous manpower
that would ordinarily be employed in farming was called away to battle. Farm tractors were the
answer to the problem, which offered power and efficiency that would allow for greater
production of food with fewer farmers. Ford had not invented the tractor, just as he had not
invented the car, but as he had done with the automobile, he designed and produced a tractor
that was affordable to the masses and revolutionized the industry. The days of plows pulled by
horses were numbered. The Fordson Model F was rolled out in in limited production, and scaled
up to mass production in to meet the urgent need for tractors by the British government. The
Fordson was revolutionary first and foremost because it was a smaller design than many of the
tractors produced by other companies at the time. These other companies were operating under
the mistaken belief that bigger is better. The smaller design of the Fordson allowed the tractor
to be affordable and easy to produce. Especially important to that goal, the new Ford tractors
lacked a conventional frame. Instead, the engine, transmission, and axle housings were all
bolted together to form the basic structure of the tractor. With the small size and innovative
frame of the first Fordson, the tractor was well-suited for the mass production Ford had brought
to the Model T. As a result of this, the machine could be sold at a much lower price affordable to
average farmers. Just as Ford had brought the car to the middle class through assembly line
production, the tractor was now also within reach. Towards the second half of the 's, the
agricultural market entered a depression because of the declining farm prices, years before the
rest of the country would follow. Because of declining market fortunes, the decision was made
to suspend production of farm tractors in early This move was partially reversed when strong
demand for tractors by the Soviet Union and an urgent need for spare parts prompted Ford to
reopen the Cork, Ireland, production facility. But the engineers now designed a new model that
was to be built at this factory, the Model N. All production of Ford tractors was now centered in
Europe. It was during this period, from , that Ford lost their dominance of the American tractor
market. Owing to the higher cost of importing Ford farm tractors from Ireland, and then Britain,
and to the development of newer models by American competitors that made the Fordson look
obsolete, Ford's market share slipped, eventually to a low of five percent. An attempt to improve
their American position with the launch of the Fordson All-Around, a rowcrop version of the N
with a 3-wheel style arrangement was modestly successful in the British market, but met with
almost no success in America, where it was marketed as the Fordson Row Crop. The situation
was unacceptable to Henry Ford, who decided to retake the tractor industry for the Ford Motor
Company. Towards the second part of the 's, he commissioned development work on a new
model tractor that could replace the Fordson and which could be produced in bulk for the
American market. Early prototypes looked good, but just as development was underway Harry
Ferguson came to visit Henry Ford and brought with him a Ferguson-Brown tractor, which he
was producing in England with David Brown. The performance of the tractor impressed Ford
and the two came to an agreement, a handshake agreement, by which Ford would produce
tractors using Ferguson's patents and Ferguson, in turn, would market these machines. Ford
engineers, using the Ferguson-Brown tractor as their model, and with the assistance of Harry
Ferguson, developed the Ford 9N. The Fordson name and models would be sold in Europe, but
the Ford N-series would grow to dominance in America. The 9N was very successful and
represented a true revolution in design when compared to the Fordson. The use of the

Ferguson System for implement attachment and control was a great improvement over the
straight drawbar of the old Fordsons. The three point hitch allowed for the easy attachment and
removal of implements and the system of draft control allowed for the regulation of the working
depth of the implement, which helped especially on steep slopes. It was also a good deal
quieter and safer than the Fordsons, which added to its popularity. Combined with the benefits
of mass production, the new Ford farm tractors were able to be sold at a price much lower than
those of competitors, which put Ford back on top of the sales charts. The 9N would have been
an even greater success in terms of sales were it not for the outbreak of the Second World War
and American participation in , a development which made raw materials for production of the
Ford farm tractors difficult to acquire. Because of this, in , Ford was forced to cease production
of the 9N in favor of the 2N, a revised version of the tractor designed to use materials that were
not as scarce. The 2N was basically the same as the 9N in terms of specifications, but featured
steel wheels and replaced the generator and battery with a magneto. Meanwhile, in England, the
Fordson still reigned as king of the tractor landscape, and much to the annoyance of Harry
Ferguson, no plans were made to introduce farm tractors based on his system or the N-series in
that country. The Second World War delayed all efforts at producing a new model, but work was
done on designing a model to be produced after the war was over. And this new model would
be a Fordson, based on the same basic design as the original tractor that had launched Ford
into the tractor industry. Whereas the Ford 9N represented a major departure, the development
of the new tractor for the English market would be a minor evolution. The main differences in
the new model was the availability of a diesel version, a sturdier structure, and the elimination
of the inefficient worm wheel final drive. But in his advanced age he was unable to effectively
run the company, and soon stepped aside in favor of his grandson, Henry Ford II, in September
Henry Ford would die in April , at the age of The man who had brought the automobile into the
homes of average Americans and who had pioneered the assembly line and the instruments of
mass production had passed. And with his death, the handshake agreement between Ford and
Ferguson soon collapsed. Henry Ford II disliked the lack of marketing control over the tractor
business since all marketing and distribution was handled by Ferguson in the original
agreement and soon announced that Ford would be establishing their own distribution and
marketing company to distribute an improved version of the 9N. The decision to cut Ferguson
out would be a very costly one, as he was now in a position to directly compete with Ford. One
of the most important developments in the new line was the four speed transmission that made
the tractor a good deal more productive and flexible. The Position Control system was also
useful in that it allowed implements to remain at the same height relative to the tractor, as
opposed to the automatic depth control on the original Ferguson system that had allowed the
depth to vary. The lawsuit, filed by Harry Ferguson after the termination of the handshake
agreement, claimed damages for loss of sales because of the ending of the marketing
agreement and because of the infringement of his patents, and went on to be one of the most
lengthy and costly suits of its kind. The Ford 8N would have had a longer and still more
successful run were it not for fierce competition from the Ferguson TO, and the lawsuit, which
eventually forced Ford to have to use a new hydraulic control system and make other changes
to avoid using patents that were held by Ferguson. This Golden Jubilee logo was used to
celebrate the 50th anniversary of the founding of Ford at the time of the NAA launch in
Meanwhile, the E27N was beginning to show its age back in England, at a time when Ferguson
was on the rise with his TE line of tractors. The total dominance that Ford had once enjoyed in
the British market could no longer be assumed as a given. To combat declining sales,
Dagenham developed a new revolutionary engine to be introduced in the successor to the
Fordson Major. The engine would be available in a diesel version, which had proven itself as a
popular option on the Major. Combined with many other minor improvements on the continuing
Fordson basic design, the Fordson New Major was released in With the release, Ford put the
British market in the lead in the use of diesel power. Diesel was popular in Europe because of
the greater fuel efficiency of diesel engines, which was an important feature in a market with
high fuel prices. Henry Ford had a deeply held belief that one automobile, if made right, would
be good enough for just about everyone. While this made mass production much easier and
helped reduce costs, the Ford Motor Company would learn the hard way that one size does not
fit all. The Model T was a great machine for its time, but could not be all things to all people.
This is why the Ford car division broke with Ford's philosophy of one basic model and matched
their competitors with a wide range of models targeted at a wide range of markets. But up until
this time the old Ford philosophy had survived in the tractor division. In America, Ford sold one
model of tractor targeted at the "average" farmer. In England, Ford sold one model of tractor.
New models were introduced, but Ford offered only one model for sale at any particular time.
This practice of a simplified product line came to an end with the NAA in In that year Ford

stopped production of their last one model tractor. The and series of tractors were launched.
The series tractors were based on the NAA design and aimed at the small farm equipment
market, whereas the series was more powerful and focused at larger farming applications. The
series featured the same cubic inch engine as the NAA had. The was essentially the same
tractor as the NAA, the featured a new five speed transmission, and the had a five speed
transmission and a live PTO, a feature which had been optional on the Jubilee. The series
featured an improved cubic inch version of the NAA engine, and came standard with the new
five speed transmission. Ford was now interested in pursuing all the various tractor markets
with their redesigned lines, and this meant having tricycle-style tractors. If their competitors
offered something, they would match it. Still working with the NAA as their basic design, Ford
launched the and series to parallel the and in features, but with a three wheel design. The
biggest change was the addition of a cross section of bars across the front grille. All existing
models were kept the same in terms of specifications, but the 1 suffix was added in place of the
0 at the end of each model. Also, the differences between the engine size of the and Series, now
the and Series, was augmented by the addition of Workmaster, designating the smaller cubic
inch engine, and Powermaster, which was used for the larger cubic inch design. Liquid
petroleum gas was now also an option on all Ford tractors. As development in America was
marching forward with the series and the revived line, England was moving ahead with
revisions of their own. The Fordson New Major had been very successful, but that tractor was
rather large, and the lack of a small tractor for those with lesser needs was hurting Ford's
position in Europe. To address this weakness in the product line, Ford developed the Dexta in ,
which featured a Perkins three cylinder diesel engine. The next year, the New Major was
replaced with the Power Major. The Power Major, as the name difference may suggest, featured
a more powerful version of the engine that had revolutionized the tractor industry in Europe by
introducing diesel at a competitive price. Fordson Power Major Featured a more powerful
engine Diesel, gas, and distillate versions available Produced from at Dagenham Ford would roll
out upgraded versions of each of these tractors. These two models would be the last of the
Dagenham designs, as production was shifted from there to nearby Basildon for U. They would
also be the last separate British designs, as soon the Tractor Division would become unified. In
, Ford introduced the Select-O-Speed transmission system. It was supposed to provide a
system with ten forward speeds, two in reverse. The system was designed to allow farmers
greater control for use of machinery over rough terrain. The project became something of a
disaster at first, however, and needed much repair and redesign on the earliest models. The
project dragged out, and after a long period of redevelopment, later models of Select-O-Speed
were successful. In late , Ford introduced the series to replace the , the line to replace the
series, and the as the top of the line, with a powerful six cylinder engine. The Ford was a failure,
however, and Ford was forced to replace all of them due to technical problems. In , a plant was
opened at Antwerp, in Belgium, to provide for European tractor production. The world tractor
line that Henry Ford had always favored was now a reality, with the same single set of tractors
sold across the world. In , the entire range from the to the was revamped, with a new three
cylinder diesel engine. The was equipped with a four cylinder diesel, and the was renamed the
Commander and was redesigned to fix the earlier technical problems with the same
specifications. This line would continue, receiving expansions until it ranged from to , until The
Ford Motor Company was one of the largest and most successful companies in the tractor
industry. Ford was one of the early leaders in mass production and the assembly line, and they
took these strengths with them in their production of tractors. This allowed them to offer these
machines, in the early days, at prices no one could touch, and this made Ford one of the keys
towards the mechanization of agriculture. It is a testament to the quality and durability of the
machines they produced that many of them are still running and being actively used throughout
the world, five decades or more past their production dates. Their beauty is recognized by those
that collect and restore these symbols of American pride and progress. Though the Ford Motor
Company may have sold their tractor division to Fiat Agri in , their legacy and heritage live on
throughout the American heartland. Allis Chalmers. Rear View Backup Camera. Engines Misc.
The first experimental tractor produced by Henry Ford and his company, featured in the Henry
Ford museum. This tractor was completed in under the direction of chief engineer Joseph
Galamb. It's interesting to note that the name "tractor" was never applied to this machine, as the
term was not widely used at this time. It was instead referred to as an "automobile plow," and, in
fact, used many parts from the Ford line of cars in order to cut development and production
costs. It would be nearly a decade later before production would start on the first viable
commercial model, the Fordson Model F. Fordson Model F 20 H. Fordson Model N Fordson
All-Around a. Fordson Row Crop in U. Modest revision of the Fordson N with tricycle style
wheel arrangement Produced beginning in at Dagenham. Ford 9N a. Ford-Ferguson 9N 28 H.

Ford 2N a. E27N Fordson Major Ford 8N 30 H. Ford NAA a. Golden Jubilee 31 H. Fordson New
Major Featured a revolutionary new engine in gasoline-kerosene, gasoline, and diesel versions
Diesel version most popular of the various engine types Compression ranged from kerosene to
diesel for same bas
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ic block Produced from at Dagenham. Fordson Dexta Featured three cylinder Perkins diesel
engine Targeted at the small farm equipment market Produced from at Dagenham. Fordson
Power Major Featured a more powerful engine Diesel, gas, and distillate versions available
Produced from at Dagenham. Fordson Super Major a. Fordson Super Dexta a. Buy Now. The Big
Book of Ford Tractors - Paperback This encyclopedia provides the most detailed and complete
account ever given of Ford tractors, from the earliest Fordsons to the Ford-Fergusons, the Ford
N Series, and the Ford "world" tractors manufactured into the s. Amply illustrated, the book also
offers extensive information on the numerous options and accessories, implements and
variations that came out of Dearborn, Sherman Bros. Written and compiled by the chief
engineer of the Ford N Series tractors and the world's best-known Ford tractor historian, this
encyclopedia is the ultimate one-stop resource for anyone with an interest in Ford tractors.

